
Why 2070? 
That is 56 years form now. It is 
a simple matter of arithmetic. 
Talk of future populations being 
in the millions can’t emerge 
from thin air. If it is the case that 
today, the broader Townsville 
population is approaching 
200,000 persons, then at 
an annual rate of 3% growth 
(compounded, of course), it will 
take 50+ years to surpass the 
one million mark. Such a rate of 
growth would be, in and of itself, 
remarkable and in recent times 
unprecedented.

Townsville: 2070. In all likelihood, 
it will be a world that is vastly 
different to that with which we 
find so much familiarity today. 
The rhythms of life, its cadences 
and punctuation will be quite 
different to those that we take 
as natural. The shape of the 

urban world, by then, will take 
heed of these new rhythms and 
networks and flows.

Townsville: 2070 is a series 
of imaginative vignettes, that 
together tell a story about 
future possibilities. These 
possibilities may or may not 
become realities. But they 
are not beyond the realms of 
reasonable probability. 

Townsville: 2070 has 
been produced through a 
collaborative process involving 
urbanists, financiers, scientists, 
innovators, educators, 
managers, technologists and, 
broadly speaking, people from 
diverse walks of life who have a 
passion for the future wellbeing 
of our communities.

We hope this imagineering 
provokes and evokes.

Creative Commons
Townsville: 2070 aims to 
provoke a revitalised public 
conversation. 

To this end, Sister City Partners 
Ltd has developed these 
vignettes within the Creative 
Commons Intellectual Property 
Licensing environment (www.
creativecommons.org.au). 
Through the use of Creative 
Commons copyright licensing, 
we encourage viewers to 
appropriate, modify, use, pass-
on … do whatever, so long as 
the use promotes a meaningful 
conversation about our urban 
futures, and is done so in a 
non-commercial spirit, and that 
Sister City Partners is attributed.

Get Involved
You can get involved by joining 
the conversation at 
www.townsville2070.com.
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